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Come down to Brighton for our Street Photography Workshop run by award winning
photographer Heather Buckley. The morning begins at Silicon Beach Training where Heather
talks about and demonstrates how to identify great photographic opportunities wherever you are.
Most of the principles learned on the day can be applied to any genre of photography.

During this training course, you will learn how to see and find images and how simple concepts
that really work can be applied to many environments and situations.
The introduction will be brief and you will be given images and objectives as challenges for the
day, then you will hit the eclectic streets of Brighton.
There will be much more practice than lecture, the group is kept to a maximum of 8 so that
Heather has time to spend with you all individually during the day.
The training course focuses on creative ideas rather than technical advice, however Heather
will be available all day for those who need more practical help with their camera, and there will
be some one to one time available.
We have lunch together (reasonably priced local restaurant not included in price), more
shooting on the Pier and then back to Silicon Beach Training to briefly discuss your images.
We will also look at Lightroom just to see what the possibilities are and discuss editing options.
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There will be a computer available for everyone should you need it though bringing your own
laptop would mean that any work we do on an image will be yours to take away. All your kit will
be safely locked away so you don't have to carry it around.

Course Objectives
Having completed this Street Photography Workshop course participants will be able to:
Enjoy experimenting with new ideas
Leave with simple concepts that they can apply to all of their photography
Recognise good image opportunities in everyday life
Enthuse new photographers and re-enthuse practising photographers

Presentation at Silicon Beach Training
We start the day by looking at the work of great street photographers
We discuss the common themes and ideas behind images that work
You will be given your assignment for the day

Next we Hit the Streets Starting the North Laines Area of Brighton
Start putting these principals into practice
Heather will have a planned schedule so that everyone gets some one-to-one tuition,
either in the morning or afternoon

Lunch (not included) Together in a Local Restaurant
We will meet for lunch together
A table will be booked in advance at a nice reasonably priced restaurant

More Practical Shooting at the Sea Front Around the Pier
Time will be allocated to all remaining participants
Make your way back to Silicon Beach Training

Review and Critique
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Back at the training rooms, we will review some of the images
We will discuss some processing ideas using Lightroom

Street Photography Workshop run by award winning photographer Heather Buckley.
Learn how to identify great photographic opportunities wherever you are.
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